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Abstract. An operator T on a Hubert space Jf is said to have the transitive algebra

property if ^(Jf) is the only transitive operator algebra which contains T. It was

shown by Arveson that the unilateral shift has this property. It is the purpose of the

present paper to show that perturbations of the unilateral shift by a large class of

finite rank operators have the transitive algebra property. Our results are partial

solutions of the well-known transitive algebra problem.

1. Introduction. An algebra of operators on a separable, infinite-dimensional, and

complex Hubert space is transitive if it has only the trivial invariant subspaces. The

transitive algebra problem is the question: Must every transitive operator algebra be

strongly dense in the algebra of all operators? This question is still open. However,

many authors have obtained partial solutions of this problem by adding some

additional hypothesis. For a survey of results see [1, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7, Chapter 8].

In the present paper, we will introduce the concept of the strong transitive algebra

property (strong-TAP) and we will show that a large class of finite rank operators

has the strong-TAP. Indeed, we will obtain partial solutions of the transitive algebra

problem by showing: Transitive operator algebras containing certain finite rank

perturbations of the unilateral shift are strongly dense in the algebra of all operators.

We will conclude by listing open questions which arise from our work.

2. Preliminaries. Throughout, Jif denotes a complex Hubert space with a fixed

orthonormal basis {ey }°i, and S G ¿r°(yF) denotes the shift operator (Se) = ej+x).

Definition 2.1. An operator rei?(jf) is said to have the transitive algebra

property (TAP) if whenever °U is a transitive operator algebra such that T G alí, °U

is strongly dense in J¡?(Jí?).

It was shown by Arveson [4] that the shift operator has the TAP.

Definition 2.2. An operator T<=Ji?(Jf) is said to have the strong transitive

algebra property (strong-TAP) if both operators T and S + T have the TAP.
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If 7 G Sf(J^f) and Jt is a subspace (closed linear manifold) of Jf, we let VTJl

denote the subspace of Jtc° spanned by the (possibly nonclosed) linear manifold TJ(.

Finite rank operators have the TAP [7, p. 147]; we will show that certain classes of

finite rank operators have the strong-TAP. Throughout, we will use the following

result.

Theorem 2.1 [1]. Let 3tF and Jf be two Hubert spaces, and let s# be a subset of

J?(Ji?@ X) consisting of operators of the form [q  fx] with the following condition:

(t) \/{Aje+ BJf: = je.

If T is an operator in if (3V© Jf ), if Jfe ¿?at(T), and ifT\Jf has the TAP, then

J¡?(J(f® Ctf) is the only weakly closed transitive operator algebra which contains

sfKJ {£}.

3. Main results.

Definition 3.1. By an almost upper triangular matrix we mean a matrix U = («,,)

of the form

'21

0

'32

0

with u/+li* 1 for each i.

For each i, we let Jt: denote the subspace of 3tt° which is spanned by the basis

vectors {e : j > i + 1}.

Theorem 3.1. // U is an almost upper triangular n X n (n > 1) matrix, then the

operator U © 0 G J¿?(Jí?) has the strong transitive algebra property.

Proof. Let f be a transitive operator algebra which contains the operator

T = S + U © 0. Observe that we have sf= {T'p(T): j > 0} ç fy for every poly-

nomial p. We will show that s?L) {T} satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1 for a

suitable decomposition of the space Jif; hence °U is strongly dense in if(^f ).

To this end, consider the subspace Jt' = Jtn (Jt „ = Vy>B+1e,). Clearly, Jt is

invariant for T and T \ Jt is unitarily equivalent to the shift operator S. Thus, T is

represented by the operator matrix ( J f" ) on the space 3tP= Jt© Jt'x , where the

operators TX2 and T22 are given by

1,
Ttfi

if 1 < i < n
if / = n,

and

T22 (',)  =

1   + U, ify-i-i,

otherwise.
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If p(X) = T."j-0ajXJ is the characteristic polynomial of T22, then for each ;> 0 we

have

(1) T'p(T)
SJp(S)     SJA

0 0

7-1

./=!   ¿ = 0

For each i, 1 < i < n — 1, the vector ^«j is orthogonal to the subspace Jti+X;

hence we have

Aei = IK1 + ",+i,yK+i>
7 = 1

and thus

(2) V S¿4e, =Jt.
7>0

The fact that S has the TAP together with (1) and (2) implies that sfu {T}

satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1. Therefore, °U is strongly dense in J?(Ji?)

and hence T has the TAP.    D

Corollary 3.2. If U is any finite upper triangular matrix, then the operator

U © 0 g £>(jf) has the strong-TAP.

For the case n = 2 we can strengthen this result:

Theorem 3.3. // U is any 2x2 matrix, then the operator U © 0 G áC(jf) has the

strong-TAP.

Proof. Let T = 5 + U © 0. If w21 # -1, then T has the TAP by the previous

theorem. Thus, we may assume that u2x = -1. Let °U be a transitive operator

algebra which contains the operator £. Consider the following triangular forms of T:

Tu    0

and

T =

T =

T1X

S    Tü

0     7V,

:if(^! ®^1J-)

^^(^jffi^r,-1).

The operator Txx  is unitarily equivalent to the operator S + (u22) ffi 0, hence Txx

has the TAP by Theorem 3.1. It now follows that

(3)     \/(Txx — uxxI)*Jtx + T2*ex = Jtx,    unless uX2 = 0 and uxx = u22 # 0;

(4) «22 ^ 0.V S'Tx2e2 = Jt2,    if ux2 = 0 and uxx
7>o

If (3) holds, then {T*, (7- «,,/)*} satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1;

hence alt* is strongly dense in J?(Jf) (recall %* is transitive if and only if °U is

transitive).

If (4) is satisfied, then condition (f) of Theorem 2.1 holds for {T'(T - uxxI):

j > 0}; hence $1 is strongly dense in i?(Jf ). Thus, in any case the operator T has

the TAP.    D
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The following result somewhat improves Theorem 3.1 for the case n = 3.

Theorem 3.4. If U is a 3 X 3 matrix such that none of u2X, u32, and

y = M31(l  + M21)_1(l   + W32)"2[("ll  -  "22XI  + M32) - "3l]

is equal to -1, then the operator U ffi 0 G SC(Jif) has the strong-TAP.

Proof. We will show that the operator T = S + U © 0 has the TAP by producing

a similarity between operators T and S + F © 0 for some almost upper triangular

matrix V. To this end, let

0

0 0

«13 ^

"23

"33/

B= U - A,

and define the operator X G Se ( 3tf ) by

X= (/ + S*2(t3 ffi 0)S)(I + S*(B ffi 0)).

It is easy to verify that:

(5)

(6)

and

(7)

X =
((1  + K21)(1  + Un)

'31

0

1 + u.
/,

* is invertible and X(S +(B ® 0))Xl = S,

XAX-

(*

y
0 0

Since y # -1,  XAX 1 is an almost upper triangular matrix. Thus, the operator

5" + XAX~X ffi 0 has the TAP by Theorem 3.1. This fact together with (6) implies

that the operator S + U ffi 0 has the TAP.    D

We will now study the lower triangular cases.

Lemma 3.5. Let L = (lt) be strictly lower triangular and suppose that, for each i

(1 ^ i < n), /, + 1, =£ -1. Then the perturbed shift operator S + L ffi 0 is similar to the

shift operator S.

Proof. We define the operator X by

n-l

x= Y\{i + s*"-j(l®o)s"-j-1).
7-1

It is easy to see that   X is invertible and   X implements a similarity between

operators 5 + L ffi 0 and S.   O

Corollary 3.6. Let L be as in the statement of Lemma 3.5. Then the operator

L ffi 0 g Se (Je) has the strong-TAP.

Let Jx denote the elementary Jordan matrix with the eigenvalue X.

Lemma 3.7. If M is any finite matrix such that o(M + J0) C {X: \X\ > 1}, then the

operator M ffi 0 G Sf(Jf) has the strong-TAP.
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Proof. If M is n X n, then the operator T = S + M ffi 0 has the triangular form

(o w+7„) corresponding to the decomposition Jif= Jtn® Jttf . It follows from the

hypothesis that

o(S) Do(M + JQ) = 0;

hence T and S ® (M + J0) are similar [7, p. 9]. It is now evident from Theorem 2.1

that the operator S ffi (M + J0) has the TAP; hence the operator T has the TAP.

D

We now consider the analytic representation of the unilateral shift 5. Recall the

Hardy space H2 as the class of all functions / analytic in the disk D = {z: z g C,

\z\ < 1} of the complex plane C such that

/(*)-I/OV,    ^D;       ||/|2=   H/(/)|2<oo".
7>0 7>0

The shift operator S G Sf( Jf2) is given by (Sf)(z) = zf(z).

Proposition 3.8. ///: D^Dis analytic and if f satisfies conditions j"(0) # 0 and

/(/(0)) = 0, then f is a linear fractional transformation.

Proof. Define g(z) = (£ - z)/(\ - £z), £ =/(0), and let /z = f ° g~\ Observe

that h: D -» D is analytic and has two fixed points 0 and £. It follows from

Schwartz's Lemma that h is the identity; hence / = g.    □

We will use this proposition to prove Corollary 3.10.

For /e /V2,/® 1 e if ( H2) is the rank one operator given by

(/® 1)(A) = h(0)f,        heH2.

Theorem 3.9. /// g H2 satisfies any one of the three conditions

(i) /(0) = 0,
(ii) 0 < |/(0)| < 1 andf(f(0)) # 0, and

(hi) l/(0)| > 1,
then the operator f ® 1 has the strong-TAP.

Proof. Let T- S +/® 1 and let Hj-Wk>jzk, j = 1,2. Consider the follow-

ing decompositions of T:

T

where

S     Tl2

0     £
Sf{Hx(BHxL)    and    7=   J    ^   g if (//2 ffi///),

and

r12(i)-(i+/(i))z> E/OV,
7-2

d(**) - (1 "- *)j tf(j)zA+kz2,       k = 0A,

B(zk) = (\ -*)[£+(l+/(l))z].       A: = 0,1.
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It follows from properties of the shift and the definition of Hx that

(8) zJ-i'~vz^(S-i)Hx,        y>2.

We now have:

If | = 0 and f(\) * -1, then VSHX + TX2HXX = Hx;

If \ = 0 and /(l) = -1, then B = 0 and VSt72 + ,477/ = //2;

If |¿| > 1, then (l/£)'-V - z g (S - £)HX, j^l and hence

\J(S-Í)HX = HX.

Thus, if / satisfies either (i) or (iii), then Theorem 2.1 applies and so T has the

TAP.

Now suppose 0 < |£| < 1 and /(£) # 0. From (1) we have

00 /    oc \

£/(y>'-   I/OH'-'MVCs-Otfi;
7-2 \y=2 /

hence

(9) f-^z = jl + £/(y)^'"1 z g V(5 - 1)//, + r12/^ .

It is now evident from (8) and (9) that condition (f) of Theorem 2.1 is satisfied for

T; hence T has the TAP.    D

Recall a function <p g H2 is called inner if |<p(A)| < 1, À g D, and \<p(e'e)\ = 1

for almost all 6. This theorem together with the proposition implies:

Corollary 3.10. // <p g H2 is any inner function which is not a single Blaschke

factor (<p # (£ — z)/(l — £z), £ ¥= 0), then the operator rp ® 1 /¡as the strong-TAP.

Remark. This theorem was proved in [1] for the case £ = 0 and /(l) =£ -1.

Open questions. Our technique implies that every finite rank operator has the

strong-TAP, if the answer to the following question is affirmative:

Question 1. If condition (f) of Theorem 2.1 is replaced by the weaker condition

(ft) \jÍAJf+ BJíT:

where Jt is a finite-dimensional subspace of JC, is the assertion of the theorem still

true?

Question 2. If <p (<p(0) =£ 0) is a linear fractional transformation of the open unit

disk, must <p ® 1 have the strong-TAP?

A weakly closed unital operator algebra ^ is reductive if if at <% = ifat^*. Von

Neumann algebras are clearly reductive; the reductive algebra problem is the

question: Must every reductive operator algebra be a von Neumann algebra? For the

discussion of partial results consult [7, Chapter 9]. Almost all the partial solutions of

the transitive algebra problem have been extended to the reductive algebra problem.

In [2], we presented a result of this kind. Therefore, one is led to ask:

Question 3. If a reductive operator algebra °U contains an operator with the TAP,

must °U be a von Neumann algebra?

A

0
B
0.

: j/ jc —
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